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We study the effective resist dispensing in continuous Roll-to-Roll (R2R) nanoimprinting system by using a simple and controlled

airbrush coating method. Compared to common spin-coating or drop-casting, airbrushing can better afford the continuous coating

operation required in a R2R nanoimprinting system with controlled thickness and uniformity. We use a UV-curable epoxysilsesquioxane

(SSQ) and propylene glycol methyl ether acetate (PGMEA) as a concentration control agent, which are airbrushed for a controlled

time over a continuously fed flexible or rigid substrate in a R2R conveyer. The R2R nanoimprinting is successfully conducted with

uniform pattern quality. By modulating the airbrushing time and resist concentration, the residual layer thickness (RLT) of R2R-

imprinted patterns can be readily controlled for specific uses.
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1. Introduction

Airbrushing, one practical type of spraying,1 has outstanding

advantages as a thin-film coating method. It is simple and cheap, and

more importantly it can form a uniform and continuous film onto high

aspect-ratio structures due to its divergent spraying directions as

compared to conventional spin-coating. Also, it is easily controllable

by adjusting a few parameters such as propellant pressure and spraying

time.2 Accordingly, airbrushing has been widely utilized in micro/nano

technologies: to realize three-dimensional (3D) coating of photoresist on

the highly topographic surfaces,3,4 to improve electrical characteristics

of polymer electroluminescence,5 to more efficiently fabricate

microelectrodes in microfluidic devices6 and thermochromic liquid

crystals,7 and so on. In particular, this airbrushing technique has also

been applied to nanoimprint lithography (NIL) technology where anti-

sticking agent was airbrushed over the high aspect-ratio mold surface

prior to imprinting process to ease demolding.8

Aiming to improve the manufacturing throughput and scalability of

NIL-based nanopatterning, a roll-to-roll (R2R) NIL technique9 has been

developed where continuous coating of an imprinting resist is required.

While spin-coating or drop-casting lack of continuous processability as

well as precise dispensing control, airbrushing can provide a promising

solution for continuous and uniform resist coating in R2R NIL.

However, detailed studies on direct controlling of imprinting parameters

such as pattern quality as well as residual layer thickness (RLT) under

airbrushing-based resist dispensing in R2R NIL are scarce.

Development of a continuous and faithful coating method with

simple controllability of such crucial parameters is called for to

advance NIL process toward more practical and scalable methodology.

In this work, we demonstrate the airbrushing method as a simple and

effective way of UV-curable resist coating with regimented RLT

control in R2R NIL, and investigate correlation between quality of

resulting imprinted patterns and airbrushing conditions along with

resist material composition.
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2. Results and Discussion

2.1 Experimental detail

The setup for airbrushing is quite simple (Fig. 1(a)). A commercial

airbrush (Badger 350 model, compressed propellant blown at the

maximum pressure of 0.15 MPa) was mounted vertically over the

substrate of 6×6” area, and was connected to a compressed air tank and

resist material reservoir. Any kind of materials can be used as a

substrate; polyethylene terephthalate (PET) and Si were chosen in this

study to represent soft (PET) and hard (Si) substrates, respectively.

Epoxy-silsesquioxane (SSQ) mixed with 3% photoacid generator was

used as UV-curable resist material, diluted to different concentration

(e.g. 2, 5, 10, and 20%) by mixing propylene glycol methyl ether

acetate  (PGMEA). Airbrushing of diluted SSQ resist onto the target

substrate was applied for different times (1, 2, and 3 seconds) at the

distance of 15 cm with controlled air pressures (0.1 and 0.2 MPa) by

regulating the air tank nozzle. After coating, PGMEA solvent was dried

to leave the SSQ thin film behind. On this resist-airbrushed sample,

NIL was performed by using the custom-built 6”-compatible R2R NIL

instrument using a flexible 700 nm-period, 500 nm-deep grating mold

made of fully cured SSQ on a PET film and treated with a fluorinated

surfactant (Fig. 1(b)), under imprinting pressure of 5 psi, followed by

UV curing to solidify the pattern structure. The fabricated samples

were characterized using a Philips XL30-FEG scanning electron

microscopy (SEM) after coating a thin Au film (~2-3 nm) to avoid

electron charging. To image the cross sections of the samples imprinted

on flexible substrates, they were transferred to cleaned Si substrates

using epoxysilicone as a resist, followed by UV curing and cleaving.

All quantitative measurements were done and averaged for three

samples with five points per sample for each experimental condition.

2.2 Imprinting quality depending on resist concentration and

substrate material

We first investigate the imprinting quality for varied SSQ

concentrations to understand the resist composition adequate for SSQ-

based resist airbrushing. Fig. 2 demonstrates typical R2R NIL results

for four SSQ concentration cases: 20%, 10%, 5%, and 2% (all wt. %

in PGMEA solvent), all airbrushed for 2 seconds at 0.15 MPa. As-

formulated SSQ has a viscosity of 25 Pa-s10 that is too viscous to be

directly airbrushed for a uniform thin film without further treatment.

The 20% SSQ case (Fig. 2(a)) reveals an uneven surface, indicating

20% SSQ is still too thick to be imprinted uniformly in the moderate

R2R NIL condition. Meanwhile, a discontinuous SSQ film is observed

after PGMEA is dried in the 2% SSQ case (Fig. 2(d)), which means the

amount of SSQ is insufficient to form a continuous thin film. The 10%

and 5% SSQ cases (Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)) show a uniformly imprinted

pattern on a continuous SSQ resist layer, suggesting that 5~10% SSQ

is within a range of proper concentration for airbrushing in our

Fig. 1 (a) Schematics of experimental setup of airbrushing, and (b) SEM images of a flexible 700 nm-period nanograting mold used for R2R NIL

Fig. 2 SEM images of grating patterns imprinted on the airbrushed SSQ films with different SSQ concentrations: (a) 20%, (b) 10%, (c) 5%, and

(d) 2%
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experimental condition.

We check if the airbrushing method is not compatible only with

rigid substrates but with flexible ones, which is important to confirm

prior to detailed parametric studies that SSQ airbrushing is suitable for

both R2R and roll-to-plate (R2P) NIL. Fig. 3 shows the results of R2R

NIL performed on the 10% SSQ films airbrushed for 3 seconds on PET

and Si substrates. Both show uniform and well-shaped pattern with no

measurable difference in quality, demonstrating that the airbrush coating

strategy works well for both flexible and rigid substrates. With this

finding in mind, we use Si substrates and perform R2P NIL hereafter

for the ease of making cross sections for RLT characterization.

2.3 Thin film formation by airbrushing the nonvolatile resist

diluted by volatile solvent

Now we inspect the RLTs along with pattern quality resulting from

R2R/R2P (abbreviated to R2R hereafter) NIL using SSQ resist layers

coated for varied airbrushing times (i.e., 1, 2, and 3 seconds) and

concentrations (i.e., 5% and 10%), to systematically explore the relation

between these important parameters. We also examine the as-airbrushed

SSQ film thickness for each case to better understand its correlation

with resulting pattern quality and RLTs.

Fig. 4 lays out the observational results of the 5% and 10% cases for

varied airbrushing times. We first examine the as-airbrushed thin SSQ

films for each case (before imprinted). The SEM images evidently

indicate that uniform films are formed after airbrushing the PGMEA-

diluted SSQ solution and drying PGMEA, with the thickness from 480

nm to 1.2 µm depending on the airbrushing time and SSQ concentration.

This presents that the microscale as-airbrushed droplets comprising

nonvolatile SSQ and volatile PGMEA, after deposited at the substrate,

reflow to form a uniform SSQ film with the nanoscale thickness while

PGMEA is dried away. This phenomenon can be expanded on for the

thin film formation of a nonvolatile desired material by airbrushing its

Fig. 4 SEM images of as-airbrushed thin films (before imprinted) and grating patterns imprinted by R2R NIL (after imprinted), for varied SSQ

concentration (5% and 10%) and airbrushing time (1, 2, and 3 seconds). All images are taken at 45°-tilted angle

Fig. 3 SEM images of grating patterns imprinted on the airbrushed films of different substrates: (a) PET and (b) Si
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mixture with a volatile agent.

2.4 Residual layer thickness control by airbrushing time, resist

concentration, and airbrushing pressure

We further investigate the cross sections of imprinted patterns by

cleaving the Si substrates across the grating direction, as shown in Fig.

4 (after imprinted). Apparently the longer the airbrushing time is, the

thicker the as-coated SSQ film and the RLT after R2R NIL are. Also,

thicker SSQ concentration results in thicker RLTs under identical

airbrushing times. Fig. 5 visually plots these relations, more clearly

demonstrating that both the as-coated SSQ film thickness and RLT are

linearly proportional to airbrushing time. This suggests that the film

thickness control before and after NIL is straightforward and readily

predictable in the airbrushing-based resist coating method.

While we use a relatively small imprinting pressure of 5 psi in our

R2R NIL process for focusing on investigating the aforementioned

correlations, the overall RLT level can be further reduced by applying

higher imprinting pressure or by decreasing the initially airbrushed

SSQ thin-film thickness. Under the identical imprinting pressure, the

initial SSQ film thickness can be thinned by alleviating the airbrushing

pressure. For instance, performing airbrushing at reduced propellant

pressure of 0.05 MPa by regulating the airbrushing nozzle aperture can

further reduce the RLT level as shown in Fig. 6. Notably for the 5%

SSQ case airbrushed for 1 second at 0.05 MPa, a combination of the

least SSQ deposition case in our experimental space, the RLT goes

close to zero with some discontinued imprinted lines; this possibly

presents that the as-coated SSQ of ~480 nm thickness is close to the

amount to just fill the imprinting mold openings.

2.5 Outlook on applications and improvements

The airbrush coating method is simple, easy to control, and

compatible with continuous processing such as R2R/R2P NIL and

other roll-based processes. A uniform thin film of the desired material

can be easily formed by airbrushing its mixture with volatile solvent.

A reliable RLT control - typically minimizing - is enabled by optimizing

the resist concentration and airbrushing time. Reducing the RLT can

lead to more stable and economic manufacturing both during and after

the imprinting process (e.g., RLT etching). RLT control can lower the

dissipation of material and cost. Namely, minimization of RLT can save

the energy and resource from an environmental perspective, essentially

heading towards the “Green Technology”. This technique can be thus

utilized in many applications, particularly requiring thin film fabrication

over large area in a continuous manner, such as large-area polarizers,

flexible metastructures and displays, and wearable electronics. Other

resist materials and formulations can be adopted for broader application-

specific uses. To further improve the fabrication throughput, multiple

airbrushing nozzles can be arrayed. Here the divergence and

superposition characteristics of individual airbrushes should be studied,

which is in progress in both simulational and experimental aspects.

3. Conclusions

In summary, we have demonstrated that airbrushing can provide a

simple and easily controllable solution for uniform resist coating and

successful micro/nano-scale patterning in the continuous R2R NIL

process. By modulating the resist concentration, airbrushing time, and

airbrushing pressure, the as-coated film thickness and resulting RLT can

be readily controlled, rendering the overall procedure easier and more

efficient. The airbrush method may be practically useful for scalable and

high-throughput fabrication of many applications in optics, photonics,

electronics, and so on. Since RLT control can save the resource by

decreasing material wasting and unnecessary processing, it may be

Fig. 6 Summary of residual layer thicknesses for all cases

Fig. 5 Plots of film thickness with respect to airbrushing time for (a) 5% SSQ and (b) 10% SSQ cases. As-airbrushed thin film thickness is

measured before imprinting, and residual layer thickness is measure after imprinting
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pivotal for nanoimprinting-based fabrication to move toward more

practical and environment-friendly manufacturing technology.
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